
Dis covering
the way in which objects/surface appear to the eye



My experiMentation are about various perspectives of objects 
and the experience it can bring. starting with light and 
how it can reflects or Make a difference led Me to a ongoing 
journey playing with opposites, contrasts, forces in Motion 
and MoveMents in space where i’M set to create an unexpected 
situation inside or around objects. 

in My experiMents there are  four Main paraMeters: scale, 
tiMe, interaction and Material. by scale not only do i Mean 
in size but also in quantity and diMension. i observe plas-
tic geoMetric sculptures to photographs of splashing water. 
soMe objects stand alone while others only exist in a group. 
the situations are created by different actions or lighting 
that lasts only for a fleeting MoMent. taking care of Mix-
ing opposite MediuMs, using Materials in untypical ways and 
Making theM take a opposite look is a key part of My experi-
Ments. 

presenting My experiMent, different ideas arise of what My 
project projects. is it a story about My visit to a new uni-
verse, is all not what it seeMs or is it a study of how co-
lours, light and Material react to different circuMstances. 
i just ask the observer too look at it with their own per-
spective.
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twisted

Material: resine epoxy, pigMent.
Made: Mold Made by lasercutting polyester filM.
discoverd: light change colours and reflection.

















salted

Material: aluM salt 
and water.

Made: grown in a glass 
container.

discoverd: 
As growing: teMpera-
ture and aMount of 
salt affects the shape 
and transparency.
light Makes prisM and 
reflection.









Melted

Material: water and nitrogen liquid.
Made: water is frozen inside a ballon.

discoverd: sensitive to light.





stretched

Material: cotton strings, wood and hooks.

Made: string stretched between hooks.

discoverd: object change by MoveMents
 of perspective and light.









turned

Material: chopsticks and paint.

Made: each side is painted differently 
and sticks hanged by colorside.

discoverd: object change by MoveMents 
of perspective and light.





uncovered#1
Material: wooden plate and paint.

Made: different colour of pai-
nt layered in the plate.

discoverd: coulours appear when layers 
of paint is reMoved by sandpaper.









uncovered#2

Material: plaster and pigMent.

Made: coloured plaster laye-
red in a plastic Mold.

discoverd: coulours appear when sides 
are slowly polished away.









crushed

Material: plaster and pigMent.

Made: coloured plaster laye-
red in a plastic Mold.

discoverd: coulours appear when pla-
ster broken with haMMer. 





Material: plaster pigMent and resin.

Made: coloured plaster layered in a 
plastic Mold, sanded in direct 
surface and covered with resin.

discoverd: surface can be used on both 
sides, the color or light of the 
background affects the surface. 

Mixed









splashed

Material: water and cMyk.

Made: splashed water pho-
tographed and colours 
placed with photoshop.

discoverd: light is re-
placed with colour.
















